


The Cuisine War

Daniel (John Malkovich) is a legendary food critic and over his career
he has brought down and elevated prestigious restaurants.

When Lea (Mara Lane) & Penelope (Claire Forlani) hire Charlie (Jonathan Rhys Meyers),
a food Influencer, a Tactical Culinary Warfare ensues between Daniel & Charlie. 

Arthur (Billy Zane) helps Daniel exact revenge on Charlie while Shannon (Thora Birch), 
Daniel’s daughter, wins a cooking competition that catapults her to own a restaurant. 

Charlie finds one extra way to push Daniel’s buttons. 
He falls for Shannon and will stop at nothing to prove he is HER guy.

Director: Rexal Ford  Producers: Carlos Alperin & John Bernard
Writer: Rexal Ford Cinematographer: Conrad W. Hall

Duration: 120′ - Budget: US$6m
Locations: Los Angeles, California

Shooting: July/August 2021

The Culinary World will never be the same 
after the release of this Funny and Spicy Comedy. 



THE CUISINE WAR

Logline

Daniel Cromwell is the toast of the Culinary World until he is faced with food influencer, 

Charlie McCarthy, who attempts to dethrone him.

Synopsis

Daniel’s world is turned upside down when the reigns of the media outlet he writes food 
reviews for, are passed to Lea. She decides to shake things up by bringing in a viral sensation: 
Charlie, an undercover food critic with millions of social media followers, thus provoking 
a Culinary War between Daniel & Charlie. 

Enter, Daniel's headstrong daughter Shannon, who also wants to get into the spotlight, hence  

she enters herself into a Food Reality competition that takes the country by storm. Shannon's 

mentor on the competition is “FoodGod,” a delectable food guru who has a score to settle 

with Daniel. After many hoops and near mishaps, Shannon wins the competition along with 

the grand prize, her own restaurant.

During one of Charlie’s anonymous food reviews, he meets Shannon and falls for her 

intensely. But there is only one obstacle, her father/his foe, Daniel. This adds insult to injury, 

as far as Daniel is concerned, hence he takes his tactical warfare to another level in his quest 

to stop Charlie from destroying his career and stealing his precious daughter.

Over the course of the story, audiences will laugh and get emotional in a film about Food, 

Winners & Losers. Who is up to the Challenge? This is a Fast Paced, Crowd Pleaser, with a 

Smorgasbord of Fun & Excitement.



John Malkovich as Daniel
Offer sent



Jonathan Rhys Myers as Charlie
Confirmed



Thora Birch as Shannon
Offer sent



Billy Zane as Arthur
Confirmed



Mara Lane as Lea
Confirmed



Jonathan Cheban as FoodGod
Confirmed



Rexal Ford: Director & Writer



Carlos Alperin: Producer



John Bernard: Producer



Conrad W. Hall - DOP 



Marco Werba - Composer



Location: Los Angeles



LOCATION: LOS ANGELES
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